Take the next step with Electrician EngTech

If you want to stand out to employers, to your colleagues and to clients, Electrician EngTech is for you.

www.theiet.org/electrician-engtech

“I would recommend it to other electricians as it’s the next stage where they can progress and follow on. It opens up other doors for you.”

Ricky Flynn, Electrician, R&J Electrical Solutions Ltd
Gaining EngTech proves your competence, ambition and commitment to professionalism.

It immediately shows employers that you have the qualifications and/or experience that they’re looking for, backed up by the IET.

It is designed for you if you want to:

- Get a competitive edge on your colleagues
- Be viewed in the same way as other engineering and construction professionals
- Be benchmarked against the UK national competence Standard
- Gain more respect from clients
- Stand out to employers
- Open up new career paths

Nikki Dennis, Electrician at MITIE achieved EngTech in July 2018 and is already noticing the difference:

“Having the letters after my name, being an EngTech registered electrician, really helps me stand out.”

Electrician EngTech opens doors to new career opportunities and the option to progress further in your chosen specialism or to branch out and learn new areas.

Start your application today:

www.theiet.org/electrician-engtech